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Zo all whom it may concern: . 
Beit known that I, PETER LOCKLE, of 

Rochester, in the county of Monroe and State. 
of New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Artificial Legs; and 
I do hereby declare that the following is a 
full, clear, and exact description thereof, ref. 
erence being had to the accompanying draw. 
ings, making a part of this specification, in 
which- . " 

Figure l is a vertical central section of the 
invention. Fig. 2 is a transverse section 
taken in the direction of the red line in Fig.1. 
Fig. 3 is a plan of the joint-block or saddle 0. 
Similar letters indicate corresponding parts 

in the several drawings, 
This invention consists in providing the 

feetofartificial legs with a fixed adjusting lever 
or standard running up centrally in the shell 
of the leg, to a proper height, and connecting 
it at the top with a suitable spring or springs, 
the tension of which may be adjusted by a set. 
screw, and which is so set as to just support 
the foot. The action of the latter is thus 
rendered easier and more natural than is that 
of those, now in a?se, especially when the foot 
is placed forward in walking. The draft of 
the spring being in a line with the lever or 
standard the position of the foot must be 
changed considerably before the spring is re 
quired to stretch much, and by this means is 
avoided the second sound or “clap, caused 
when the ball of the footstrikes the ground, so 
common with other artificial legs. w 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I will proceed to de 
scribe its construction and operation. 
The shell A and foot B may be made of any 

suitable material or form. The top of the 
foot, at the ankle, is recessed out, as seen in 
Figs, 1 and 2, to receive the joint-block or 
saddle C, which may be made of wood, horn, 
or other equivalent. There is a recess, n, 
formed in front and rear, as seen in Figi, in 
which the ends of the pivot ) are fixed, it be. ingheld in position by passing through the 
eye of the adjusting-lever f, which latter is 
put through the foot and firmly held by the 
at right angles: with was seeii in Figs, 2. - Y itlie' adjusting-lever f to resume and 3. and lias its bearingsformed in the bot. 

tom of the blocks it, as seen in Fig. 2, they be. 
ing fixed to the base of the leg for thatpur. 
pose; or, if desired, the pivoti may be fixed 
in the blocks k. In either case the working. 
bearings should be cushioned with rawhide 
or similar substance. The adjusting-leverif 
passes loosely through the mortises' in the 
block C. The spiral spring S may be covered. 
with soft leather, and its hooks cushioned with rawhide to prevent their wearing. This 
spring is hooked to the levérf and the hanger td. The latter passes up through the bridge 
D; and is secured by the set-nut b. There may 
be a washer, a of leather put between the : nut and the bridge to prevent any chafing be 
tween them; or there may be a spiral or other springsubstituted at this point for the springS. 
or the leverfmay be made to act as a spring it. 
self, in which case the block Cand pivots and 
i should be connected together and hinged to 
the foot and leg, and the top of the lever f passed loosely through the bridge D. There 
is a stop-hook, g, secured through the heel of 
the foot B by the set-nut, n. The pin c, on 
which the hook catches, has a cushion,é, of 
rubber. There is a similar stop-hook, it at 
tached to the bridge. D, when a knee-joint is 
required, in which case the joint-ears E must 
also be applied to the sheli-A. The joint 
block C is placed upon the fixed pivot v. The 
leg A is the placed in position upon the 
pivot i. This produces a simple, cheap, and, 
very durable universal joint.” The spring 
S is then hooked in and the nut b turned 
down until the spring is strained sufficiently 
to hold the foot and boot or shoe in position. 
The foot may be hung with the toes elevated 
or depressed from their present position by 
bending the top of the adjusting-leverffor 
ward or back of its present relative direction 
from the foot, as seen in Fig.1. It will be 
seen that when the foot is forced out of its 
set position, in any direction, the top of the 
lever f is carried in the opposite direction 
out of a straight line with the anklejoint and 
the hook d, and the spring S is strained in: 
proportion to the greater or less movement of 
the foot, and therefore as soon as it is 're: nut o. The pivot i passes through the block leased front such pressure the spring causes: 

O r , nie its natural direction, alii with it the foot. When the: 
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latter is elevated, as shown by the dotted What I claim as my invention, and desire 
lines at B', Fig. 1, the stop-hook g eatches the to secure by Letters. Patent, is 
pin c and prevents a further change in that The employment or use of the adjustingle 
(direction. The limit of this movement may yer of standardif, (fixed to the foot,) in com 
be increased or diminished by aeans. af the biliatida with a staitable spring or springs, fox 
set-nut in, whereby the hook g is lengtaeised the pixpose of regulating the position of the 
or shortened. This position of the first car. foot 3, stabstaitially in the mainner specified. 
ries the top of the adjusting-lever if back, as . . . . . . PETER LOCKIE. 
shown by the dotted lines?, which, of course, Witnesses: " . . . 
stretches the spring S. The toe may be die. Yitnesses: : ; 
pressed until the edge of the she: strikes at WM. S. Lough Božough, 

it within the guard . . ASA H. BELLINGs. 
..." 


